
ENEE 381, Spring 2003. Second Examination Solutions

(1) The voltage wave on the line is

V = V+e
j(ωt−kz) + V−ej(ωt+kz).

The current wave on the line is

I = I+e
j(ωt−kz) + I−ej(ωt+kz),

which can be written as

I =
V+
Z0
ej(ωt−kz) − V−

Z0
ej(ωt+kz).

Introducing the reflection coefficient ρ = V−/V+ gives

V = V+e
j(ωt−kz) + ρV+e

j(ωt+kz).

I =
V+
Z0
ej(ωt−kz) − ρV+

Z0
ej(ωt+kz).

At a point on the line z = −l the input impedance is

Zi =
V

I
=
V+e

j(ωt+kl) + ρV+e
j(ωt−kl)

V+
Z0
ej(ωt+kl) − ρV+Z0 ej(ωt−kl)

Substituting ρ = (ZL − Z0)/(ZL + Z0) and writing out the complex expo-
nentials like for example ejkl = cos(kl) + j sin(kl) gives the final result

Zi = Z0
ZL cos(kl) + jZL sin(kl)

Z0 cos(kl) + jZL sin(kl)
.

If l = l2 is λ/4 then kl = π/2, which gives

Zi =
Z22
ZL
.

The line is matched if Zi = Z0, which gives Z2 =
√
Z0ZL. If k2=0.3m

−1,
then since k2 = 2π/λ2, λ2 = 2π/k2=20.944m, and the required inter-
mediate line length is λ/4=5.236m. The required impedance is Z2 =√
100× 75=86.6ohm.
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If l = l2 is λ/2 then kl = π, which gives Zi = ZL. The intermediate
section of line has become invisible, and if ZL = Z0 the line will remain
matched even with the intermediate section present. This is the principal
of a “radome.”

(2) The admittance of the inductor is

Yinductor =
−j
ωL

= −j0.01592ohm−1.

Normalizing with Y0 = 1/50 gives the normalized admittance of the induc-
tor, which is -j0.01592/0.02=-j0.796. Therefore the starting point on the
chart is the point 1+j0.796, since this is the point where adding -j0.796
matches the line. Rotate 0.2λ counter-clockwise (towards the load) to find
the normalized load admittance, diametrically across the chart is the nor-
malized load impedance. The values of |ρ|, φ, the standing wave ratio, and
the position of the current minimum (voltage maximum) are found easily.
Note that in impedance usage on the Smith chart the current minium and
voltage maximum coincide on the right of the real axis. See Smith chart on
last page.

(3) Since the wave is incident normally there is no distinction between TM
and TE waves. All electric and magnetic fields are parallel to the boundary.
The incident wave is

(E+)x = (Ei)xe
j(ωt−k1z).

The reflected wave is
E− = ρ(Ei)xe

j(ωt+k1z).

The transmitted wave is

E2 = (Et)xe
j(ωt−k2z).

At the boundary the tangential fields must be continuous so

(Ei)x + (Er)x = (Et)x,

which gives
(Ei)x + ρ(Ei)x = τ(Ei)x. (1).
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For the magnetic fields

(Hi)y + (Hr)y = (Ht)y,

which gives
(Ei)x
Z1

− ρ(Ei)x
Z2

=
τ(Ei)x
Z2

. (2)

Rearranging Eqs. (1) and (2) gives

ρ =
Z2 − Z1
Z2 + Z1

,

and

τ =
2Z2

Z2 + Z1
.

The total electric field in the first medium is

Ex = (Ei)xe
jωt(e−jkz + ρejkz).

The transmitted electric field is

Et = τ(Ei)xe
j(ωt−k2z),

where k2 is the propagation constant in the second medium. The total
magnetic field in the first medium is

Hy =
(Ei)x
Z1

ejωt(e−jkz − ρejkz),

where we have used (Ei)x/(Hi)y = Z1 for the incident wave, and (Er)x/(Hr)y =
−Z1.
(4)(a) For a TM wave the magnetic field is in the y-direction, parallel to
the boundary, which we take to lie in the x− y plane. The electric field is
at an angle θ to the boundary, and has both x and z components. Clearly

Ex
Hy

=
Ei
Hi
cos θ = Z0 cos θ.
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For the TE wave, the electric field is parallel to the boundary while the
magenetic field is at angle θ to the boundary. Clearly

Ex
Hy

=
Ei
Hi

1

cos θ
=

Z0
cos θ

.

(b) The propagation constant is k = ω/c = ω
√
µ0µr 0 r. This can be

written as
k = k0 − j ,

where k0 = ω/c0 = 2π/λ0, where c0 is the velocity of electromagnetic
waves in a vacuum. In the case given with f=100MHz k0=2.096m

−1. λ0 =
c0/f=2.998m.

4− j0.01 = 2 1− j0.0025 (2− j0.0025).
The attenuation coefficient is α = k0 × 0.0025) = 0.00524−1.
(c)The reflection coefficient at the load is

ρL =
25− 50
25 + 50

= −1/3.

The reflection coefficient at the battery is also -1/3. The transmittance
coefficient at the load is

τL =
50

75
= 2/3.

The travel time between battery and load is T = 1µs. The voltage wave
that first propagates along the line has voltage

V+ =
50

50 + 25
= 2/3,

since this first wave sees the battery internal resistance and characteristic
impedance in series. The voltage aross the load is zero until t=T, then
rises to 4/9V. It says at 4/9V until t = 3T , when the new wave reflected
at the battery arrives, whose amplitude is (2/27)V. This wave increases the
load voltage to 4/9+(4/9)(1/9) until time t = 5T , when the load voltage
increases to 4/9+(4/9)(1/9)+(4/9)(1/9)(1/9), and so on. The limit at t =
∞ is that the voltage across the load is 0.5V. You can see this result from
a bounce diagram, see for example Cheng page 474.
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